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Crystal Structure of Naphthalene
Dioxygenase: Side-on Binding of

Dioxygen to Iron
Andreas Karlsson,1 Juanito V. Parales,2 Rebecca E. Parales,2

David T. Gibson,2 Hans Eklund,1 S. Ramaswamy3*

Binding of oxygen to iron is exploited in several biological and chemical pro-
cesses. Although computational and spectroscopic results have suggested side-
on binding, only end-on binding of oxygen to iron has been observed in crystal
structures. We have determined structures of naphthalene dioxygenase that
show a molecular oxygen species bound to the mononuclear iron in a side-on
fashion. In a complex with substrate and dioxygen, the dioxygen molecule is
lined up for an attack on the double bond of the aromatic substrate. The
structures reported here provide the basis for a reaction mechanism and for the
high stereospecificity of the reaction catalyzed by naphthalene dioxygenase.

Oxygenases that catalyze the addition of mo-
lecular oxygen to organic substrates play a
pivotal role in diverse areas such as drug
metabolism and the biodegradation of envi-
ronmental pollutants. Oxygen activation by
cytochrome(s) P450 (1–6) and diiron en-
zymes such as methane monooxygenase
(MMO) (7–10) have been studied in detail. In
contrast, less is known about bacterial Rieske
non-heme iron dioxygenases (RDOs) that
catalyze the stereospecific addition of dioxy-
gen to aromatic hydrocarbons (11). The reac-
tion products are chiral arene cis-dihydrodi-
ols that are of current interest in enantiose-
lective synthesis (12).

Naphthalene dioxygenase (NDO) from
Pseudomonas sp., the only RDO for which a
crystal structure is known (13), oxidizes
naphthalene to cis-(1R,2S)-dihydroxy-1,2-di-

hydronaphthalene (14). The enzyme has an
�3�3 composition, and each � subunit con-
tains a Rieske [2Fe-2S] center and mononu-
clear iron at the active site. Electrons from the
reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinu-
cleotide (NADH) are transferred to NDO via
an iron-sulfur flavoprotein (15) and a Rieske
ferredoxin (16). The subsequent steps lead to
oxygen activation and the formation of naph-
thalene cis-dihydrodiol. Although several hy-
potheses have been advanced to account for
oxygen activation and catalysis by RDOs, the
reaction mechanism remains elusive (17–21).
To understand the molecular basis for the
reaction, we have formed complexes of NDO
with substrates, oxygen, substrate plus oxy-
gen, and product and have determined their
structures by x-ray crystallography ( Table 1).

Substrate binding was achieved by soak-
ing crystals of NDO in ethanol solutions of
the substrates as described (22). Indole (22)
and naphthalene (Fig. 1A) bind in an elon-
gated cleft, with the carbon atoms to be hy-
droxylated at a distance of about 4 Å from the
ferrous iron at the active site (22). The struc-
ture, determined from crystals of NDO that
were reduced with dithionite and then ex-

posed to oxygen, reveals that dioxygen binds
side-on close to the mononuclear iron at the
active site (Fig. 1B). The distances between
the oxygen atoms and iron are 2.2 and 2.3 Å,
respectively. The distance between the oxy-
gen atoms was originally fixed at 1.45 Å
during refinement (23). The O-O distance,
upon crystallographic refinement, converged
to 1.4 Å. The refined distance between the
oxygen atoms suggests that the structure con-
tains a peroxide species, but the resolution of
1.75 Å does not definitively permit such an
assignment. Nor do available spectroscopic
studies give a reliable conclusion. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies,
which were done under different conditions
from those of the crystallographic studies,
show that a small amount of the mononuclear
ferrous iron is oxidized upon exposure to
oxygen when oxygen alone is allowed to
react with the fully reduced enzyme (17). The
reaction with oxygen is much faster with
substrate present.

In a similar experiment, reduced crystals
soaked with indole were exposed to oxygen in
a pressure cell at –17°C. The structure obtained
from these crystals, besides having indole
bound, exhibited clear density for a dioxygen
species bound side-on with both oxygens coor-
dinated to the iron (Fig. 1C). The turnover
reaction is apparently slow under these condi-
tions because no product was visible in the
electron density maps. The refined iron-oxygen
distances are 1.8 and 2.0 Å and the refined
distance between the oxygen atoms converges
to about 1.4 Å. The temperature factors of the
two oxygen atoms are higher than those of the
surrounding atoms (32 and 39; Fe is 20). The
bound substrate also has B-factors compara-
ble to the dioxygen species. This indicates
that the substrate and dioxygen species have
high but not full occupancy. All attempts to
model the structure with one bound oxygen
(water/hydroxide) resulted in excess residual
electron density (23). The structure of the
fully oxidized enzyme shows that two water
molecules bind differently to the ferric ion in
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a regular octahedral coordination (fig. S3), so
two water molecules can be excluded as an
interpretation of the ternary complex.

Both naphthalene and indole are substrates
for NDO. A comparison of the binding of naph-
thalene and indole (22) in the active site of

NDO shows that they bind similarly (fig. S4). It
is therefore reasonable to suggest that the struc-
ture of the ternary complex of enzyme:indole:

Fig. 1. (All panels are stereopairs.) (A) Binding of naph-
thalene at the active site of NDO. The gray 2Fobs – Fcalc
map is contoured at 1.0 �. (B) Binding of dioxygen to
the mononuclear iron in the absence of substrate. The
gray 2Fobs – Fcalc map is contoured at 1.15 � and the
green Fobs – Fcalc map (computed before the dioxygen
molecule was modeled) at 3.8 � RMS (root mean
square). (C) Binding of oxygen to the mononuclear iron
in the presence of indole. The gray 2Fobs – Fcalc map is
contoured at 1.0 � and the green Fobs – Fcalc map
(computed before the dioxygen molecule was modeled)
at 4.0 � RMS. (D) Naphthalene cis-dihydrodiol bound
to the active site of NDO. The gray 2Fobs – Fcalc map is
contoured at 1.0 �. Superposition of the product com-
plex and the substrate complex shows that the posi-
tions of the rings in the product and the substrate are
similar. The product cannot move any closer to the iron,
as it would bring the O from the product into van der
Waals short contact with the His ligand of the Fe. The
current distance between the O and the N of His is 2.9
Å. Color code: yellow, carbon; blue, nitrogen; red, oxy-
gen; purple, iron.
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dioxygen also depicts the binding mode for all
substrates that undergo cis-dihydroxylation by
NDO. This ternary complex is probably as
close to a reactive complex as possible, and its
observation might be due to the low tempera-
ture at which the experiment was carried out.

The structure determined from NDO crystals
in the resting state soaked with naphthalene
Cis-dihydrodiol showed this product bound at
the active site with both oxygen atoms coordi-
nated to the iron (Fig. 1D). The oxygen-iron
distances in this complex are longer than normal
(iron-oxygen) coordination distances (2.8 Å).

In the absence of the observation of a
side-on–bound dioxygen and solely on the
basis of the structure of an indole-oxygen
adduct, we previously suggested a sequential
mechanism (22). The indole-oxygen adduct
(22) left a number of questions unanswered.
The structures presented here form a firm
basis to propose a concerted mode of attack
and provide a better explanation for the cis-
specificity of the dihydroxylation reaction.

The series of NDO complex structures with
substrate (Fig. 1A; Fig. 2A, 4), oxygen (Fig. 1B;
Fig. 2A, 3), substrate and oxygen (Fig. 1C; Fig.
2A, 5), and product (Fig. 1D; Fig. 2A, 6) rep-
resent states along a reaction pathway. The ar-
rangement of the oxygen atoms in the ternary
complex (Fig. 1C; Fig. 2A, 5) positions the
oxygen atoms almost parallel to those observed
in the product complex, albeit closer to the iron.
Our finding that oxygen binds side-on in both a
binary and a ternary complex has several impor-
tant implications for the cis-dihydroxylation re-
action catalyzed by NDO. In a side-on–bound
dioxygen species, both oxygen atoms are polar-

ized similarly. This, in addition to the geometric
arrangement of the bound dioxygen species in
van der Waals contact to the double bond of
the substrate, suggests a concerted mechanism
where both oxygen atoms react with the car-
bon atoms of the substrate double bond (Fig.
2B, a). Such a reaction would explain the
characteristic cis-stereospecific addition of

both oxygen atoms to substrates by NDO.
Further investigation will be needed to de-

termine whether the reactive peroxide is proton-
ated (Fig. 2B, b). If protonated, protons are
probably delivered through a water channel con-
nected to Asn201, which is at hydrogen bond
distance to the bound dioxygen species. This
intermediate could be formed in the reaction of

Table 1. Data collection and refinement details of the four structures reported. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the last resolution shell. All crystallographic refinement was carried out with the program
Refmac5.

Structure (enzyme �) complex

Naphthalene Dioxygen
Dioxygen �

indole
Product

Space group R32 R32 R32 R32
Cell dimensions a � b, c
(Å)

139.7, 208.1 140.3, 208.8 139.8, 208.9 139.7, 208.4

Resolution range (Å) 20 to 1.7 30 to 1.75 40 to 1.4 30 to 1.95
Completeness (%) 95.9 (97.5) 94.0 (86.5) 96.0 (88.9) 99.8 (100.0)
Rsym (%) 5.7 (19.3) 6.3 (32.1) 6.2 (35.7) 7.0 (25.4)
I/�I �2 (%)* or (I/�I)† 8.4 (24.4) 10.2 (2.2) 6.3 (2.1) 11.3 (32.1)
Number of observations 450,209 293,928 648,676 493,885
Unique reflections 82,025 80,092 147,355 56,759

Wavelength (Å) 0.9315 1.54 0.934 0.931
Beamline ID14-4 Rotating

anode
ID14-1 ID14-4

Temperature (K) 100 100 100 100
R factor (%) 16.3 17.8 18.9 18.3
Rfree (%) 18.7 18.8 20.0 21.7
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 0.019 0.014 0.016 0.018
RMSD bond angles (°) 1.811 1.629 1.697 1.799
Evaluation program DENZO d*trek MOSFLM DENZO
Scaling program SCALEPACK d*trek SCALA SCALEPACK
Refinement program Refmac5 Refmac5 Refmac5 CNS/Refmac5

*Percentage of data with I/�I � 2, represented for data scaled with SCALEPACK (30). †I/�I represented for data
scaled with SCALA (CCP4) or d*trek (31).
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Fig. 2. (A) Scheme showing how the different structures in Fig. 1 can
be arranged to follow the dihydroxylation reaction catalyzed by
NDO. Naphthalene and indole are both substrates for the enzyme,
and we have used them interchangeably in different studies of the
enzyme (23). For simplicity we show only naphthalene here. The
structures are as follows: 1, the resting enzyme with oxidized Rieske
center and ferrous active site [Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 1O7H];
2, the reduced enzyme (PDB code 1O7W ); 3, binary dioxgen complex
(PDB code 1O7M); 4, binary substrate complex, structures with both
indole and naphthalene [PDB codes 1EG9 (indole) and 1O7G (naph-
thalene)]; 5, ternary substrate dioxygen species, structure with indole
(PDB code 1O7N); and 6, product naphthalene cis-1,2-dihydrodiol
(PDB code 1O7P). [2Fe-2S] refers to the nearest Rieske iron-sulfur
cluster. (B) Chemical steps in the dioxygenation reaction carried out
by Rieske dioxygenases.
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NDO with oxygen or hydrogen peroxide, as
proposed by Wolfe and Lipscomb (17, 18).

The unique feature of NDO that sets it apart
from P450 is its ability to catalyze stereospecific
addition of dioxygen to aromatic compounds,
resulting in the formation of cis-dihydrodiols
(12, 24). For cytochrome P450 and MMO, tran-
sient high iron oxidation states are required for
the necessary oxygen cleavage (25); this is not
the case for NDO, where both atoms of dioxy-
gen react in concert with the substrate. The four
electrons required for catalysis are one each
from the active-site ferrous iron and the Rieske
center, and two from the double bond of the
substrate. An important difference in the geom-
etry of the active sites of cytochrome P450 and
NDO is that the active-site iron is highly acces-
sible in NDO, with a large part of its surface
available for the binding of both oxygen atoms
to iron. The favorable position of the substrate
and Asn201 further favors side-on binding. It is
possible that for cytochrome P450 and other
heme proteins, the presence of the planar heme
group reduces the accessible surface of iron,
resulting in an end-on binding of oxygen.

We have directly observed a side-on di-
oxygen species bound to iron. Computational
studies (26) have predicted the existence of
this species, and there are spectroscopic data
consistent with side-on binding (27, 28). We
suggest that side-on binding of oxygen as a
starting point for oxygen activation by NDO
has direct implications for the mechanism of
dihydroxylation of NDO in terms of the ste-
reo- and regiospecific reactions catalyzed by
the enzyme (29). The results presented here
provide a new basis for further computational
and structural investigations of oxygen acti-
vation by biological systems and may facili-
tate the design of chemical catalysts capable
of cis-dihydroxylation.
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Carbon Nanotube Flow Sensors
Shankar Ghosh,1 A. K. Sood,1* N. Kumar2

We report that the flow of a liquid on single-walled carbon nanotube bundles
induces a voltage in the sample along the direction of the flow. The voltage that
was produced fit a logarithmic velocity dependence over nearly six decades of
velocity. The magnitude of the voltage depended sensitively on the ionic
conductivity and on the polar nature of the liquid. Our measurements suggest
that the dominant mechanism responsible for this highly nonlinear response
involves a direct forcing of the free charge carriers in the nanotubes by the
fluctuating Coulombic field of the liquid flowing past the nanotubes. We
propose an explanation based on pulsating asymmetric ratchets. Our work
highlights the device potential for nanotubes as sensitive flow sensors and for
energy conversion.

Carbon nanotubes are currently being studied
in an effort to understand their novel struc-
tural, electronic, and mechanical properties
and to explore their immense potential for
many applications in nanoelectronics (1), and
as actuators (2) and sensors (3). A metallic
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT),
which is a low-dimensional system, has elec-
trons that form a strongly correlated liquid,
called a Luttinger liquid (4). This liquid
shows a separation of spin and charge and
demonstrates the associated characteristic
power-law dependence of the nanotube resis-
tance on the bias voltage and temperature.
Král and Shapiro (5) also showed theoretical-
ly the generation of an electric current in a
metallic carbon nanotube immersed in a
flowing liquid. One mechanism they pro-
posed for the generation of the electric cur-
rent and voltage is the transfer of momentum
from the flowing liquid molecules to the
acoustic phonons in the nanotube as the pho-
non quasi-momentum, which in turn drags
free charge carriers in the nanotube. Another

mechanism noted by these authors involves a
direct scattering of the free carriers from the
fluctuating Coulombic fields of the ions or
polar molecules in the flowing liquid. They
argued, however, that the latter mechanism
creates a current that is five orders of magni-
tude smaller than the current that results from
the phonon-induced electron drag.

We report the experimental observation of
the voltage generated by the flow of a polar
liquid over SWNT bundles. It was observed that
the induced voltage tends to saturate at flow
velocities as low as 10�5 m/s. The observed data
can be fitted empirically to a logarithmic depen-
dence of the voltage on the flow velocity, in
sharp contrast to the linear dependence predict-
ed by Král and Shapiro (5). The magnitude of
the voltage induced along the nanotube by the
flow depends significantly on the ionic
strength of the flowing liquid, suggesting that
the mechanism involving fluctuating Coulom-
bic fields dominates that of the phonon-medi-
ated electron drag. This has led us to propose
a mechanism for the observed flow-induced
voltage based on a pulsating asymmetrical
thermal ratchet model. This mechanism in-
volves the fluctuating Coulombic potentials
that result from the ionic liquid in flow, where
the asymmetry is provided by the velocity
gradient (shear) at the liquid-solid interface.
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